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In this work the nethod oi finite elements is applied to initial value problems for a «system of ordinary differential equations. The results of this paper are connected with some applications of the finite elements method, for example with 12], [3] , and generalize the results obtained in [4] , (51. The generalizations lead in two directions: first, the results are carried from the equation to the system, and second, they are independent of concrete numeric integration formula.
1. Let T > 0 be a fixed constant. Let f:<0,T> x R 2n »R n be a continuous vector function fulfilling the Lipschitz condition in the last two arguments, i.e. there exists some L > 0, such that for any t e <0,T> and for any x lt x 2 , y^, y 2 e R"
(1) llf(t,x 1 ,y 1 )-i(t,x 2 .y 2 )ll 5 L(lx 1 -x 2 l + ly 1 -y 2 l),
where II • I I denotes the R n norm.
For any x Q , x 1 e R n let us consider the Cauchy problem (for t e <0,T>):
(2) x = f(t,x,i),
x(0) = XQ , x(0) = x x .
By the assumptions made on the function f, problem (2), (3) has exactly one solution existing on <0,T>.
2. Now let us introduce the finite elements method by the standard procedure. Choose any natural integer N, let h = ^ .
Let ¿p, p = 0,1,2 N, formula be the functions given by the (4) *p(t) = t fj--p + 1 for t e (ph -h, ph> n <0,T>, -^ + p + 1 for I e (ph,ph + h) n <0,T>, 0 for t e <0,T>\(ph -h,ph + hi).
Notice that the functions are differentiable for all t € <0,T> except the points ph, p = 1,2,...,N-1, where they have the left and right derivatives. 
The condition (7) gives ajj = x Q , iron (8) for 1 = 0 we have 
Inserting x h iron (5) into (10) and taking into account that in the interval <lh-h, lh+h> only three functions .
are not identically equal to zeTO we obtain lh+h .
(11)
Dividing the interval of integration into two parts <lh-h,lh>,(lh,lh+h> and using (4) we get
The resulting system (12) with conditions (9) will be treated as a difference scheme for the problem (2), (3). Ve will prove that for sufficiently small h all the vectors otj, 1 = 0,1 N-l ,can be found from (9), (12) and that the corresponding approximate solutions (5) converge to the solution of (2), (3).
3.The proof of solvability of the system (9), (12) (for sufficiently small h) will be presented in a more general case.
Let e R n , k = 0,1 N; consider the system
The system (9), (12) can be obtained from (13) by taking
For the proof of solvability we -use the method of mathematical induction. Suppose that we have already found
For the vector 0 1+1 we have
Consider the operator f: R 11 -»R   11 given by f1= -
ih* For two given vectors Ï and J »by (1) and (4)> we have lh+h m -fit = iih J ^it) mt.^m/?!* -Pj)) + lh
If we assume that h < * t h e n the operator J will (2), (3), we shall show that the corresponding iterative scheae (see(6), (9), (12))
approximates the problea (2), (3) It is easy to understand, that using linear elements
(t, ^ItJxIlh-h) + ^(t)x(lh), ¿(x(lh) -x( lh-h) ) ) ) dt + lh+h +J [fit, x(t), kit)) + lh -Ht, ^lt)x(lh) + ^(t)x(lh+h),J(x(lh+h) -x(lh)))] dt II s lh i [l| I AxUMj^mxdh-h) -#J(t)xUh)l + lh-h + Il x ( t ) -¿(x(lh-h) -x( 1 h) ) H } dt + lh+h + J { llx(t) -#J(t)x(lh) -^+1(t)x(lh+h)ll + lh + IIx( t ) -J ( x( lh+h ) -x( 1 h) ) fl ) dt
irrespective of the regularity of function f we can not receive greater order of approximation than 1 .
6.Now we want to show that the scheme (15) To show that the scheme (15), (16) is stable, we must prove that there exists K e R such that for all N^c, for the corresponding vectors
(where h = ^ ) and foT £ = (£ Q ,£j,...,e N ) (where £^e R n for i = 0,1 N), iron (15), (16), (18) we have
For simplicity we introduce new vectors 6 R" for 1 = 0,1 N taking 1 Q = 1 Q = 0 and 
